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STRENGTHENING UPPER BOUND FOR THE NUMBER OP CRITICAL LEVELS 
OP NONLINEAR PUNCTIONALS 
Svatopluk PUClK, JindMch NEfiAS, Jiff SOUCEK, Vladimir 
SOUCEK, Praha 
*• Introduction. Let /t >• 0 and let f, 9- be two 
nonlinear func t ionsla defined on a real Banach space X » 
Denote £' and gS the Fr^chet derivatives of f and 9.̂  
respectively. Set M^d) ~ -f «x c X; £(x) m tt,} . The point 
AJU e hiK (£) is said to be the critical point of the 
functional 9- with respect to the manifold JA^ (£) if 
there exists X e E^ such that X£'(u*) ** q?(u,) • 
The value of the functional fy at the critical point is 
called the critical level. Let Y be the set of all cri-
tical levels, i.e. V is the set of all ft e E^ for 
which there exist Ji e Z* and ic c X such that the 
following equations hold: 
(1) Af'tw) 9 fy'dv) f 
(2) f (u) * H, , 
(3) <$>(&) -» y . 
This paper deals with the investigation of the set Y * 
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The main result of this branch of nonlinear functional 
analysis is the Ljusternik-Schnirelmann theory. L.A. Lju-
sternik and L. Schnirelmann proved that the set T is 
under certain assumptions at least countable. The same re-
sult under more general assumptions was proved in many pa-
pers (for example, see [1, 2, 3J). 
The main goal of our previous papers [4, 5J was to 
prove the converse of the Ljusternik-Sehnirelmann theory, 
i.e. to prove that the set F is, under suitable assump-
tions, at most countable. Together with the Ljustemik-
Schnirelmann theory we obtained that T -» f ̂  ?, #^ —* 0 
as in the linear case. One of the important assumptions is 
that 
(*̂  %!(u,) m 0 ««> fyiu,) m 0 . 
In this paper, the assumption (*) is omitted and for 
the set r / of all cumulation points of the set T it is 
proved 
r'cK« q-Cix m X; gf(x) » 0 } > 
(in the papers [4, 5 3 the main assertion was T'** K& iO} ) • 
If JC m 0 we obtain that T is at most a finite set 
and this is such a strong upper bound for the number of cri-
tical levels that one can see the importance of assumptions 
like (*) in the Ljusternik-Schnirelmann theory. 
In Section 2, we shall prove two abstract theorems and 
we give applications to the existence of solutions of the 
Dirichlet problem for ordinary and partial differential equ-
ations (in the case K » 0 ) in Section 3* 
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Let T be a mapping defined on a real Banach space 
X with the values in a real Banach space Y . The Fre> 
chet derivative of the mapping T at the point <x e X 
is denoted by T'(x) or dTCx9») . We recall that the map-
ping T ia aaid to be 
(a) completely continuous, if it maps bounded seta in X 
into compact sets in Y and is continuous, 
(b) strongly continuous, if it maps weakly convergent sequen-
ces in .X onto strongly convergent sequences in Y , 
(c) bounded, if it maps bounded sets in X onto bounded 
sets in Y 5 
(d) weakly continuous, if it maps weakly convergent sequen-
ces in X onto weakly convergent sequences in Y , 
(e) real-analytic on X (see [81)t if the following condi-
tions are fulfilled: 
(i) For each x e X there exist the Fr^chet derivati-
ves d!* TCx,... ) of arbitrary orders. 
(ii) For each u l there exists cf _> 0 such that 
for all he X % HJhII * cT it ia 
T<*+ **,)« £ 4r cat* T fJCf Jh^ ) 
(the convergence of the series on the right hand side is lo-
cally uniform and absolute in the norm of the space Y )f 
where h n is the vector iH9...9 Hi with /n, components. 
We use the symbols M —-*- M and H — > M to denote 
the weak and the strong convergence, respectively. 
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The abstract theorems from Section 2 are baaed on Theo-
rem A (for proof see 1.5, Theorem 3»1]K Let X^ , X2 9 X% 
be three real Banach spaces such that X* c X- . Suppose 
that < . , . > is a bilinear form on X^ x X2 continu-
ous on .X2 tor fixed >i e ^ and such that the follo-
wing implication holds: 
< it, x > m 0 for each H s Xn -—-$> x ** 0 . 
Let f,^J X* —*• E^ be two functionals such that 
(f l)(g 1) f , 9̂  are real-analytic on X^ . 
Suppose that for each x e X^ there exists a couple 
T(x) , G (#) € X % (if there exists at least one, then 
it is unique) such that 
(f 2) dfC\x,^) m <HiT(x)> , 
(g 2) (£$,(*,**,) « <Jfe, <?(*)> 
for each Jh, e X^ and let 
(f 3)(g 3) F, G ; X1 — > X% be real-analytic on X^ and 
(g 4) G i JĈ  —-* JCA is completely continuous on X^ • 
Let ft "> 0 and denote M^ Cf) » * # c X$ % £(* ) * * * } , 
B 1 ** < * € Ai* (f )ft y,| I there exists A, € £..* such 
that A <if C*, *i< ) «* -if- ftf, *i, ) for each ^ e Xi J . 
Let x0 6 B^ and let X0 * Zi be the corresponding 
eigenvalue from the definition of the set 3^ . Suppose 
3iQ 4* 0 and 
(f 4) F'<*0) ~ J+L f 
where J is an isomorphism from Xi onto X2 And L : 
J X^—* .X2 is a completely continuous linear operator* 
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Then there exists a neighborhood VL(x0) in Xf of 
the point x0 auch that the set 9* C B^ n U (x0 ) ) is 
a one-point set* 
2. Abstract results. Theorem 1. Let X1 , X^, X^ be 
three real Banach spaces, let X*j be a reflexive Banach 
apace and X^ c X 3 . Let the identity mapping from X1 
into X3 be continuous. Suppoae that < • , . > is a bili-
near form on X* x X^ with the properties from Theorem A. 
Let £9<^: X ^ — * E^ be two functionala with the Fr^chet 
derivatives £' and 9/ on X 3 . Denote B » ^ c M f t ^ ) j 
there exists 7i m £,, such that Af'Cx) * 9/Cx) } . 
Further, assume (f l),(f 2),(f 3),(f 4),(g D,(g 2),(g 3), 
vg4), 
(g 3) for each of ;> 0 the set B (cT) ia a compact sub-
set of X1 , where 'B(ct) = { * 6 M ^ C £) j there exists 
A f IAI 2fc cT , such that A£'C*x) - ^'Cx)} 9 
(g 6) a-' s X 3—** X ? i8 a strongly continuous mapping, 
(f 5) f' J X-—*• X * is a continuous and bounded mapping, 
(f 6) f'Cx) 4- 0 for * e M ^ C f ) , 
(f 7) &™> £(*) » a> . 
»U it-**© 
Denote X. * £. C -C .x e X 3 5 g/Cx ) -»(? .?) . 
Then the 8et fy (B) - K ia isolated and .T' c K , 
where T' ia the aet of all accumulation points of the 
set r ~ $- f B > • 
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Proof* Let AJU^ m B (<n, m A9 2L,-*.) be auch a ae-
quence that ^(JLL^)—> f m K , then there exist J \ ^ 
(/n, m 4, 2,,.,) auch that A^f'Cu,^) as 9/C*^) . The aa-
aumption (f 7) impliea that the set M ^ C f ) ia bounded 
and ainca X^ ia reflexive, we can a appose that it̂ -—--- u0 
in X^ . 
Suppose that JM I A^ I «* 0 . Then there exiats a 
aubaequance &m.*>—¥ Q and thua o/C/O^) —* 0 m Q?(A*0) 
in X * . From (g 6) it follows that 9- ia weakly continu-
ous (aae £7, Chap*I, § 4]) and thua <&> (^n*^ — ^ 9 ^ C ^ ) » 
m y 4 K and thia ia a contradiction with the definition 
of the aat X . Hence there exiats cT > 0 auch that 
I A ^ I *£ cT for each positive integer /n and thua 
AJL^ e BCcT) , Owing to Aaaumption (g 5), we can suppose that 
Uf^—* u0 e M^Cf) in X 1 and thua in X3 , too. With 
raapact to Aaaumption (f 6) it is £'(w0) #- 0 and we have 
, = H'<^n I » ^ ) І f г ,; _ 
* I £'(*„.) I ' | |f'Cч..0)I 
Thua we can auppoaa %^ —*• \ f \\\ & cf * It m tenda 
to infinity, we obtain \ d£ (u09 •) « d^(u09» ) and ac-
cording to Theorem A thera exists a neighborhood MCu0) 
in X4 of the point AJUQ auch that the aat ̂ ( B n U(4t>0)) 
ia a one-point aat and thua there exiata an index <n0 auch 
that fyiU'n)** f for m, 2 /n,0 and Theorem 1 ia proved* 
Corollary 1* Let the assumptions of Theoram 1 be ful-
filled* Suppoae that K ia an empty aat (i.e. qf(x) # 0 
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for each .* c X 3 ) . 
Then the aet T ia at moat a finite aet. 
Theorem 2» Let X be a real Hilbert apace with the 
inner product (• 9 • ) . Let ua auppoae: 
(F 1) £ ia a real-analytic functional on X , 
(F 2) f CO) m 0, f Cu,) > 0 for all AX. * 0 , 
(F 3) there exista a continuous and nondecreaaing function 
ĉ  Ct) > 0 for t » 0 auch that for all AJL , H, e X 
d2£ (M,9 H9Jh) *> c, (£CAM)) /IJkAl
2 , 
(F 4) the aet Jl^ff) • { * ! Jt j f ( * ) » /t } ia boun-
ded! 
(F 5) the operator £' ia a bounded mapping, 
(F 6) im* (£'Cx)9x) 3: c, » 0 , 
(G 1) g, ia a real-analytic functional on X , 
(G 2) the Fr^chet derivative 9/ ia etrongly continuoua. 
Denote X - v ^ C ' t x e X ' , <£(x) m 0 }) and 
3 ssix e ti^Ci) j there exi8ta A c £ ̂  8uch that 
A f f * ) m 9,'CO 1 . 
Then the aet c^CB) - X ia iaolated and V c JC « 
Proof. Set in Theorem A: X^ «• X z •» X 3 «- X , <. 9 .> -» 
« C. j.^Fsf',<S-B g'.The aaaumptiona of Theorem 2 obviously iai-
ply the aaaumptiona (f l),(f 2),(f 3),(g l),(g 2),(g 3)t 
(g 4), One can see that (F 3) implies the crucial assumption 
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if 4) with L * 0 * Thus the assumptions of Theorem A are 
fulfilled. 
Suppoae that u^ e 3 Cm,** 4, 2,...), fyC"*^** %*"* * ^* * 
We can suppose u^—-* uQ 9 for M ^ C £ ) is a bounded aet. 
Prom (P 3) it follows that £ is a convex functional, hen-
ce R = <xeX', £(*)£*,} ia convex and closed, hence 
weakly closed. We have u0 e R and from (0 2) it follows 
that cj, ia weakly continuous (see once more C7, Chap.I> 
§ 41 aa in the proof of Theorem 1). Hence Tm, m % ̂ m^ ~* 
~+ fyt^o^ m T 4 & * There exist X^ « E^ such that 
X^i'Cu^) m qf(u^) • By th» same way aa in the proof 
of Theorem 1 we can prove that the aequence f-r— f ia 
Am, 
4 
bounded. Hence we can auppoae that -TT > cc e xZi and 
•^m* 
then there exists /i<r c .X such that i'Cu,^) —> t-r*-. Now, 
Assumption (P 3) implies 
where P^ * f e^ C£ Cu0 + t CAL^ ~ u0))> dt >* 0 . Suppose 
that Zimvunf Y~ *• 0 . Then there exiate a aubaeguence Um . 
such that P^ * — • 0 and ( £ being convex - see Assump-
tion (P 3) ~ and continuous, thus being weakly lower aemi-
continuous); 
A 
Jújm E*, г / cл C ЦrъЉf £ Cu0+ t (u^, - u0) Ъ+ÙĎ ъ- *ø * i-¥€» ° > ° 
))dt >L 
г cл C£ Cu0)) > 0 . 
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Thus f (u0) m 0 (see (F 3)) and w0 « 0 (see (F 2)). 
On the other hand, Cf'C^)- £'CAL0)>^~M>0)*(*'C4i^i
um)-*'0 
and this is a contradiction with (F 6). Thus tum,<bn.f R_ > 0 
and AJL^ — * u,0 , hence u*0 e B . 
With respect to Theorem A there exists an index m0 
such that ^ m f for /n. 2- <n,0 and Theorem 2 is proved. 
Corollary 2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2 be ful-
filled. Suppose that K ia an empty aet (i.e. ̂ /C*) 4* 0 
for each x m X )• 
Then the aet V is at most a finite set. 
Remark. The crucial assumptions in Theorem 1 are (f 4) 
and (g 5). (Assumption (g 5) says something about regularity 
of solution.) Theorem 2 is formulated without this assumption, 
but Assumption (F 3) is in the Banach spaces very difficult 
to verify and we think that it is very probable that Assump-
tion (F 3) implies that a Banach space has the inner product. 
Example. Let X m Z1 and for x m tx^l e Z% aet 
«*>-{!,*:.*^-(i«?-i-: + {&*"*<)• 
Let n, - 2 . Then th. assumptions of Theorem 2 ar. fulfilled 
and X - 9- (<x e X , qfCot) • 0 } ) = 9 . C-f CO,... J , 
H , 0 , . . . H ) = {0t - j } • Th« oquation Xi'(x) - fr'6c) 
has a solution * e MaCf) i f f 
• г o , . . . , 0, 2, o, . . .J • л - 2 -»/П-
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and 
a £ - CI + 1 - ^ 0 0, ,C3 - 2""*1- 4T")*, 0,... J, A - 2 - * . 
TV 
Thus 
+ 2-n+i c3 - 2-**'- +""> -*• - 7 . 
This example shows that ccutd K > 4 and each point 
of the set X is an accumulation point of the set F * 
Thus the assertion about the set F' in Theorem 2 cannot 
be improved. 
3. Applications. Let SL be a fixed bounded domain in 
the Euclidean H -space E^ with the sufficiently smooth 
boundary dSl in the case ii £: 2 , Denote by 
o 
W ^ (Si) the well-known Sobolev space (for definition and 
properties see C6 3). 
A. Consider the weak solution of the equation 
(3.1) f XC-I)"*A***,+ *,(<*)* 0 , 
* if'AJu m 0 on 9 SL for I <x 1 --= mi -- 4 9 
i . e . we seek a function JUU m Wz (SL) such that for 
each v> € W™ ( SL) the relation 
(3.2) % 21 f J>*4t,U)J)~ <*(x)d* ** L **,(*(*))or(x)dx 
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holds. 
Suppose that Jh, is a polynomial of the degree 
Jtf 4. 0 /yn, 
j ^ ^ — i n the caae ltm < Jif and Jh, ia a re-
tt - 2/w 
al analytic function on real line in the caae 2/m >• J( , 
In each case we suppose Jh,(0) 4* 0 . Define 
Uu,) * i Z f \]fc^(x)l1dx 
and 
g-Oc) m J f HCtu,(x)) juu(x)dt dx 
for AJU £ Wr" C.X1) . 
2 
The functionals £ and <%, satisfy the assumptions of 
Theorem 2 (for validity of Assumption (G 1) see L5, Section 
6]). Suppose there exists AM & W£n' (IL) such that 
f H(AJ,(X)) or (x) dx m 0 for each AT £ %?* (A ) , 
then in each case we obtain that M, (AJL, (x)) m 0 almost 
everywhere on _CL . Denote oc * 'AM* < I i I j Jh(t) m 0 I . 
Thus i ,tt Cx) J 2" oc > 0 almost everywhere on IL and the 
trace of JJU cannot be zero. This is a contradiction with 
AX, e W2 ( H) . Hence JC is an empty set and Corol-
lary 2 may be applied, i.e. the set T is at most finite. 
Remark. One can see that we obtain the same result if 
we replace the operator h™ by a general linear elliptic 
operator. 
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Bxaиplg. Th. proЫюn 
(3.3) Aгc" + Jh.ŕ*cJ « 0, *(0) ш -н-í-O - 0 , 
(3.4) Ґ(u.,(t))i dt - к , 
(3.5) / f\(XAM(t))AJL(t)dt dz =T 
has for a fixed n, a aolution AA, C W^ ( 0 , 4 ) only for 
the finite number of *f *a. 
B. Let /m, be an even number. Denote Y>„—WM (XL) . 
% nit * 
X,m-w£CMrsYf*(A\ ^ - I ^ C Q ) , -*«-•>>.•*, 
and let < • , • > be the L 2 -duality between X,- and X , 
H/YTU 
Let oC e < 0, ~ 4 ) and let A be a real-analytic 
function on the real line satisfying 
I H(«,)\ * e (4 + \AM\* ) 
for suitable c > 0 and all u. e Z^ . 
Assume that fa, (0) 4* 0 and define 
f ( u , ) = — [ J (i + Z ( — r ) ) dx~m&**XL\ 
and 
Q-U,) m J f H(t u,(x))*,(#) dx dt 
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for M. e W* (Si) . 
fm> 
By the same way as in Fart A of this section we can 
prove that ]C » 0 and that all assumptions of Theorem 1 
except Assumption (g 5) are valid. The validity of Assump­
tion (g 5) follows from [5, Section 5]. Hence Corollary 1 
may be applied. All conditions on the function Jh, are ful-
A 
filled for example in the case &, (u>) » r- or 
*utu,) m (A + A*S) AJL - 4 . 
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